
 

    

 
Jayline Funes – “I made a bird feeder out of a coconut. My dad cut the hole with a tool. My family ate the coconut. I painted the coconut to look like 

the earth. I added roping so the Bird had somewhere to land to hop up to the food. 

 

Jaylinne Funes    5/4/2020   

HOW TO MAKE A BIRD FEEDER: 

1.Get a coconut and make a big hole and leave the inside clean (Get someone to help you make the holes) .  

2. Make 3 more holes in the coconut for the ladder to attach.  

3. Get little wood sticks and make a ladder for birds. 2 holes on each step for rope.  

4.Then, paint your masterpiece. 

  

WHAT I USED:   

1.pant    2. Rope     3. coconut     4. pieces of wood.  

 
 



     
Madlyn Zavala K6  
    Christmas Decoration: Bottle caps and ribbon                    Wall hanging Wood and ribbon:                Checkers:  Index cards and plastic  

 

 Student: “Hello Ms. Chester, this is Madelyn Zavala from Ms. Lopez’s class I sent you another picture of my first 

project and now this is my extra credit project. I made a little decoration to hang up on the wall. I also put this 
Checkers game together. I didn’t have any white paper, but I had index cards, so I glued them together and used a sharpie to 
make the other squares. “ 
 
Teacher reply:  Thank you for the additional view of project #1. I am getting the full sense and scale of your ornaments and 
their storage container.  
EXTRA CREDIT project: I am glad you took my advice to use your time to earn some extra credit to kick off your 4th quarter in 
art. What a lovely wall hanging. I see you repurposed the same ribbon you used on your ornaments but in an entirely different 
way and that you incorporated another resource (the wood) into this piece. Nice work!  
Project #2Challenge: I love the competitive game of checkers that you created. For yourself.  Did you a ruler to measure your 
squares or draw them by eye? I am glad you found a way to problem solve the fact that you didn’t have the large white paper 
you thought you needed at home and substituted index cards instead and added sharpie marker. Clever idea to use to 
different colored bottle caps as your player pieces! Keep on upcycling to make art you have a real talent to explore. 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 David Alice.  Grade 2 D/H  Model of a guitar  
 
Student presented his model of a guitar during online Zoom session                                                                                                 
Student said, “For my project I made a pretend guitar. I made it out 
of cardboard, and I painted it and added a lot of stickers for 
decoration.”  
 Teacher said, “What Inspired you to make a guitar?”  
Students said, “I want to learn how-to play one someday.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Brittany Mendez   Grade 2 D/H 
Pocketbook design 
 
Student presented project during 
online Zoom session Student said “I 
made this from paper plates glued 
together, some string, magic marker 
 

 
 
 



        
                           Christian Israel Riddick- Fortune teller  
                           Student said “Just roll the predictor and see where it lands and hopefully you will have a good life!” 

 

       
                 Sissy Santos Grade 3P  

 
Teacher Reply: Sissy, thank you for sharing your work with me. Great job getting photographed and on Dojo. Will you be adding more detail to the 

negative spaces on your DISNEY work? There is plenty more room there for word or other pictures to describe your trip " What inspired you to do 

your flower wall hanging? I love the spring and healthy Earth theme! The colors are so bright, and fluorescent did you use a highlighter to add the  

element of color?  

 



 

 
 

Darby Leiva Grade 2 D/H.  finger puppet  
Darby, I love it! I think but I don't know that is a banana finger puppet. If 
so, please make some more fruity friends, I need you to write me back 
and really explain your work in detail ok? 
 
Darby, I love it! I think but I don't know that is a banana finger puppet. If 
so, please make some more fruity friends, I need you to write me back 
and really explain your work in detail ok? 

 

Angel Bryant W2 

Decorated Vase  

 

 



 
 
 

Andy Medina.  C1                                                         Collage: How to sort resources and keep our community. 

 

Teacher reply: Andy, you have perfect attendance in ART online! You are always ready to participate, and you 

get your work done and handed in on time. I bet you had a fun and relaxing time upcycling art at home and 

spending creative time with your parents! Are you practicing the 3R’s reduce reuse and recycle at home? How 

is your upcycled kitchen vegetable scraps plant doing?  
 


